Effect of type C viral expression and cellular karyotype on human B-lymphoblast tumorigenicity in nude mice.
Cultured human hematopoietic cells from several normal and leukemic sources, including those cells initiated after exposure to primate type C retroviruses were tested for their capacity to induce tumors in young athymic BALB/c (nu/nu) mice after sc inoculation. An attempt was made to correlate these results with virus expression and chromosome patterns. Progressively growing tumor formation was observed in 5 of 18 normal diploid B-lymphoblast lines from normal peripheral blood and in one of three diploid B-lymphoblast lines from leukemic donors established after infection with primate type C viruses (gibbon ape leukemia virus or simian sarcoma virus). In contrast, none of eight spontaneously transformed B-lymphoblast lines with normal diploid karyotypes formed progressively growing tumors, although one formed a tumor that remained the same size (0.5 cm) for several months. Progressive tumor formation occurred in four of seven previously established cell lines of different cell types that had abnormal karyotypes. Of the normal diploid B-lymphoblast cultures exposed to type C viruses, 12 were tested for the presence of viral RNA and structural proteins (p12, p30, gp70), and this information was correlated with tumorigenicity. Four of the six cultures expressing viral RNA or proteins were tumorigenic, whereas only one of six cultures that did not express virus information was positive. The results of this study suggest that expression of type C viral RNA and proteins by human B-lymphoblasts increases their tumorigenicity in nude mice. It is also apparent that caution must be used in attempts to correlate cell tumorigenicity and chromosome abnormalities in nude mice.